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ABSTRACT
Spamming has been a widespread problem for social networks. In
recent years there is an increasing interest in the analysis of antispamming for microblogs, such as Twitter. In this paper we
present a systematic research on the analysis of spamming in Sina
Weibo platform, which is currently a dominant microblogging
service provider in China. Our research objectives are to
understand the specific spamming behaviors in Sina Weibo and
find approaches to identify and block spammers in Sina Weibo
based on spamming behavior classifiers. To start with the analysis
of spamming behaviors we devise several effective methods to
collect a large set of spammer samples, including uses of
proactive honeypots and crawlers, keywords based searching and
buying spammer samples directly from online merchants. We
processed the database associated with these spammer samples
and interestingly we found three representative spamming
behaviors: aggressive advertising, repeated duplicate reposting
and aggressive following. We extract various features and
compare the behaviors of spammers and legitimate users with
regard to these features. It is found that spamming behaviors and
normal behaviors have distinct characteristics. Based on these
findings we design an automatic online spammer identification
system. Through tests with real data it is demonstrated that the
system can effectively detect the spamming behaviors and
identify spammers in Sina Weibo.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.5 [Online Information Services]: Web-based services; J.4
[Computer Applications]: Social and behavioral sciences

General Terms
Design, Experimentation, Security

Keywords
Sina Weibo; proactive honeypots; crawlers; spamming behaviours;
automatic spammer identification
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1. INTRODUCTION
Spamming has been a long existing problem with Internet
applications, especially Email, due to the almost negligible
operating cost of spamming. It also penetrated to the new social
network platforms. For example, it was reported by Gao et al that
there is a large scale of spamming in Facebook [1]. Spamming
causes tremendous costs to the public and the Internet service
providers. Anti-spamming is an important and active research
topic.
Recently microblogging has become a popular means of
communication, information diffusion and marketing. For
example, Twitter has over 500 million active users and generates
over 340 million tweets daily. As microblogs have short size,
allowing users to exchange information and post news items
quickly, microblogging has become indispensable in the daily life
of millions of people. Many events with societal impacts such as
man-made or natural disasters, exposure of corruptions and crime
tracking are first reported in microblogging services before they
are taken up by main stream media. With microblogging’s
increasing importance as sources of news updates, and
information dissemination, it also becomes an attractive platform
for spamming, which can be used for example for commercial
advertisement, phishing and computer virus propagation. Due to
the shortened URL used in Twitter and other microblogs, it is
more difficult to discriminate if a microblog is a spam compared
to posts in other social network platforms. It has been found by
Grier et al from a study in [2] that about 8% of URLs in Twitter
microblogs direct to webpages including phishing, malicious
software or computer virus contents. And it was reported that the
clicking rate of these URLs is about 0.13%, which shows Twitter
can be a very effective platform from spammer’s point of view.
Anti-spamming will play a critical role for microblogging
services.
Traditionally anti-spamming has been studied from two directions:
detecting spams and detecting spammers. Spams can be detected
by the approaches based on the statistics of spams or based on the
features of spam content. For example, Huang et al applied
statistical method to analyze the features of spams in [3], while
Yin et al studied spam detection with the features of content and
context information [4]. Due to the huge amount of microblogs
generated daily, detection and blocking of spams alone could not
effectively prevent spamming. With the interactive features of
microblogging detection and blocking of spammers is expected to
be more effective. Irani et al analyzed the documents of 1.9
million MySpace users and developed a spammer detection

algorithm based on machine learning [5]. Webb et al deployed 51
honeypots and successfully attracted 1570 spammers in MySpace
[6]. Lee et al applied similar approaches of honeypots and
machine learning to detect spammer in Facebook and Twitter [7].
Wang et al proposed a spammer detection mechanism over
multiple social network platforms, in which the features of users’
attributes, messages and associated webpages from multiple
platforms were formalized and used to detect spammers [8].
It is noted that although there have been a relatively wide research
on the anti-spamming over Twitter, very little was report on the
anti-spamming over Chinese microblogs, such as Sina Weibo.
Sina Weibo has more than 300 million registered users and about
100 million messages as are posted in Sina Weibo daily. It is
currently the dominant microblogging service provider in China.
As the spammers in Sina Weibo are expected to have significantly
different features from those in Twitter, we are interested in
finding out their behaviors and how to detect them and thereafter
detect spammers. In this paper we present a systematic research
on the analysis and identification of spamming behavior and
spammers in Sina Weibo platform, which is believed to be the
first kind of such research work. Different from the main
approach of detecting microblog spammers with a set of features
to be used by one spammer classifier, our spammer detection
approach is based on a group of behavior classifiers, each using a
separate set of user features and working jointly as a spammer
classifier to detect spammers. Our main contributions are in three
folds.
• To analyze spamming behaviors we devised several methods to
collect spammer samples, which include using proactive
honeypots, using crawlers, keywords based searching and buying
spammer samples directly from online merchants. A large set of
spammers were effectively captured. Different from traditional
honeypots, our honeypots are proactive, e.g., publishing
microblogs and interacting with other users. It was revealed
spammers are become more cautious and only honeypots with lots
of activities can attract spammers.
• With these spammer samples we thoroughly processed the
database associated with them and found three representative
spamming behaviors: aggressive advertising, repeatedly duplicate
reposting and aggressive following. We extract various features
and compare the behaviors of spammers and legitimate users with
regard to these features. It is found that spamming behaviors and
normal microblogging behaviors have distinct characteristics.
• According to the above feature analysis and findings we
designed an automatic spammer identification system, which is
based on the classifiers of different spamming behaviors. Through
tests with real data samples it was demonstrated that the system
can effectively detect the above mentioned spamming behaviors
and identify spammers in Sina Weibo. It is believed that the
spammer identification system can be used to effectively block
spammer and spams, and promote research on spamming
behaviors.

2. SPAMMER COLLECTION
2.1 Honeypots
As we aim to analyze spammers in Sina Weibo and find out their
characteristics, spammer samples need to be collected first for the
further study. Stringhini et al found that spammers in Twitter and
Facebook would initiatively follow legitimate users to establish

social relationships [9]. We assume that spammers in Sina Weibo
would take similar strategy. We built 25 proactive honeypot that
can publish microblogs and interactive with other users. We
launched an eight month long experiment to attract spammers and
finally got 517 users [10].
We browsed through the homepages and microblogs of the users
attracted by our honeypots to judge whether they were spammers.
Initially we filter users with following behaviors as spammers:
posting microblogs containing URLs pointing to advertising or
phishing web pages posting URLs pointing to web pages
containing malwares and viruses; reposting one microblogs
repeatedly or reposting microblogs from one user with a high
frequency; posting microblogs with similar or same contents and
any other behaviors that may disturb others.
Among the 517 users, 114 (22%) were labeled as spammers as
shown in Figure 1. We checked the relationship between the
spammers and honeypots (Figure 2) and found that only 9% of the
spammers were friends of the honeypots. This means 91% of the
spammers followed the honeypot initiatively which confirmed our
previous assumption.

Figure 1. User distribution

Figure 2. Spammers’
Relationship with the honeypots

We are also interested in finding out the impact of honeypot
activities on the effectiveness of attracting spammers. We set
different activity levels to the proactive honeypots by controlling
the numbers of microblogs to publish and users to follow.
Interestingly we found that the activity level of a honeypot has a
significant impact on the number of spammers it can attract. Table
1 shows the details of the five most efficient honeypots, including
the number of published microblogs and the number of spammers
attracted. It is observed that the top three most efficient honeypots
attracted 84% of the 112 spammers. And each of the remaining
honeypots attracted no more than 3 spammers. This finding shows
that the spammers are becoming more cautious and it is important
to make the honeypots active otherwise no spammers may be
attracted.
Table 1. Record of Top Five Honeypots
Microblogs
1595

Fans
192

1052

95

1919
1072
295

Following
853

Attracted
Spammer
45

Non-friend
Follower Ratio
50%

644

37

41.05%

76

597

12

32.89%

50

355

3

22%

6

51

2

50%

2.2 Crawler

2.3 Buying from Online Merchants

It is noted that the honeypots do provide a good number of
spammer samples for our research, but the sample size is still
small. We expect to get more spammer samples to have a deep
analysis of spamming behaviors and develop some effective
online spammer identification systems.

In Sina Weibo microblog there is a special kind of spammers
which are usually controlled and sold as ‘fans’ by online
merchants. These spammers are controlled to follow a large
number of legitimate users. They seldom perform traditional
spamming behaviors such as posting spam messages. They are
quiet except just following others to maneuver the popularity of
the followed users. We bought 8,600 ‘fans’ from several online
merchants as spammer samples. Among 7,000 spammers from

We intended to find out active spammers by monitoring
microblogs of famous people. We designed and implemented a
crawler program that helps us to keep an eye on certain
microblogs and find out active users who were frequently
involved with these microblogs. Among these users, we found a
large number of spammers. These spammers repost the
microblogs of famous people which would usually become hot
microblogs.
With the help of Sina API, we implemented the crawler that can
monitor certain users’ latest microblogs and collect the reposting
record lists. The crawler stored the information of every user who
has reposted the microblogs into the local database and pick out
the most active ones. We collected the user IDs of the top 100
users in the influence ranking list provided by Sina. These
influential users are mostly famous people in real life, all having a
huge number of followers. With the help of the crawler program,
we got a list of active users. After manually checking these users,
we found 879 spammers out of them.
Among them, we found a special “group” of spammers. They
tended to repost every microblogs that they were involved with
repeatedly for many times. Moreover, the roots of these
microblogs pointed to only several, or even one, users most of
whom were film stars or popular singers. One typical example
was the famous Chinese actor Qilong Wu, who has a huge
number of fans in both Sina microblog as well as real life. More
than one hundred of these spammers reposted every microblog of
Wu for dozens of times with same comment contents, many of
which were meaningless or had nothing to do with the original
microblog contents. On the contrary, other legitimate fans rarely
repost these microblogs for so many times.
It is also interesting that many of the spammers followed at least
one of the other spammers, therefore formed a social relationship
network as shown in Figure 3. There is a big group in the middle
of the whole network, containing a large number of connected
spammers who had reposted Wu’s microblogs. They seemed to

Figure 4. Network of spammers bought online
one merchant, we found 670 ones heavily connected, forming
several groups as shown in Figure 4.

2.4 Search by Key Words
During the process of manual spammer checking, we found many
spammers posted microblogs with similar contents or certain key
words. We made use of the microblog content search service
provided by Sina to get users posting microblogs containing these
key words. We manually checked these users and picked out
spammers among them.

3. FEATURE ANALYSIS OF SPAMMING
BEHAVIORS
After we collected spammer samples using the approaches
described in Section 2, we browsed through their homepages and
microblogs and analyzed the features of the samples. We found
three representative spammer behaviors among these samples:
aggressive advertising behavior (AAB), repeated duplicate
reposting behavior (RDRB) and aggressive following behavior
(AFB).
Aggressive advertising refers to the behavior of repeatedly
posting microblogs containing advertising information for the
sake of promotion or propagation. These microblogs are usually
related with certain kinds of merchandises or online websites
providing fee-based services.
Repeated duplicate reposting refers to the behavior of reposting
duplicate microblogs repeatedly. The spammers with this type
behavior repost certain user’s microblogs with a high frequency.
They would repost one single microblog for many times.

Figure 3. Network of spammers caught by crawlers
participate in a human controlled spam campaign and collaborate
with each other.

Aggressive following refers to the behavior of following a large
number of users initiatively. These spammers usually act like
dead accounts in terms of microblog posting. Their strong
interests in establishing social relationships don’t match their
inactivity in microblog posting.
We chose some spammers that mainly exhibited one of the above
three behaviors, and randomly picked out some legitimate users

who were filtered out during the process of manual checking, to
form the sample set shown in Table 2 for feature analysis. Next
we first present social relationship features and microblog posting
features of spammers and legitimate users in Section 3.1, and then
analyze the features of the contents of the microblogs resulting
from different spamming behaviors in Section 3.2 to Section 3.4,
respectively.
Table 2. Composition of the Spammer sample set
Main Spamming Behavior

Amount

Aggressive Advertising

716

Repeated Duplicate Reposting

710

Aggressive Follwoing

1000

Legitimate Users

3198

excessive followings and followers. As a result, they would have
less followers and friends.
Spammers with AFB are quite different from the above two kinds
of spammers. They followed a lot of users while having few
followers or friends. Figure 6 shows the CDF curves of followingfollower ratio and friend-follower ratio. The following-follower
ratios of spammers with AFB are much higher while the friendfollower ratios are quite low. They do nothing except following
others so it is quite difficult for them to attract followers.
As shown in Figure 6b, the friend-follower ratio of legitimate
users was higher than these of spammers, because followers of
legitimate users were more likely to be their real life friends. In
other words, the ‘purity’ of followers of legitimate users is much
higher than spammers.

3.1 Social Relation Features and Microblog
Posting Features
In order to find out the differences between spammers and
legitimate users in social activity and microblog posting activity,
we collected the following information of each sample user: the
number of followings; number of followers; the number of friends;
the number of microblogs and the age of the account.
We drew the CDF curves of following number, follower number
and friend number of the spammers and legitimate users in Figure
5. Spammers with AAB have more followings, followers and fans.
50% of AAB spammers followed more than 1,000 people while
more than 80% of users other than AAB spammers had a
following number less than 1,000. Over 20% of AAB spammers
had more than 40,000 followers, much higher than those of the
other spammers as well as legitimate users. This means spammers
with AAB are much more active in establishing social
relationships. They followed others and expanded their friend
networks so as to gain more followers and make their
advertisement seen by more people.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6. Following-follower ratio and friend-follower ratio
Figure 7 shows the CDF curves of the daily microblog output.
Spammers with AAB posted microblog more frequently. On the
other hand, spammers with AFB have quite low posting frequency
since they seldom posted microblogs.

Figure 7. Number of microblogs posted per day

3.2 Content Analysis: Aggressive Advertising
(a) Number of followings

(b) Number of followers

(c) Number of friends

Figure 5. Social Relationship Features.
On the other hand, spammers with RDRB are less active. They
focused on reposting specific users’ microblogs and do not need

An advertising microblog usually contains URLs which points to
a web page related with the microblog content. Besides that, most
advertising microblogs come along with a picture which helps to
attract users. We assume that spammers with AAB will post more
microblogs of such kind. So we picked out all the spammers with
AAB and extracted the following features for comparison:
average number of URLs in one’s microblogs; average number of
URLs one posts every day; proportion of microblogs containing at
least one picture and average number of sign @ in one’s
microblog.
The CDF curves of two URL related features are shown in Figure
8 and Figure 9. AAB spammers tend to post more URLs than
legitimate users since including URLs is probably the most
common advertising method. Besides that, there are more pictures
in spammers’ microblogs as shown in Figure 10.

We picked out all these “re-posters” among the spammer samples
and extracted the following features for comparison:
• Proportion of duplicated reposting microblogs: the proportion
of microblogs sharing the same root. For example, if one reposted
microblog Alpha twice and microblog Beta three times, then the
proportion is computed as 3/5.

Figure 8. Average number of URLs in one microblog
Considering the average number of sign ‘@’ in microblogs as
shown in Figure 11, spammers with AAB use fewer ‘@’ than
legitimate users. Users will use ‘@’ in two conditions: 1) when
they repost someone’s microblog, all the users in the reposting
chain will be mentioned with a sign of ‘@’; 2) when they intend
to push a microblog to specific users, they would add ‘@’ signs in
the microblog. Advertising spammers are more likely to post
advertisements themselves instead of reposting. Even if they
advertise by reposting, they tend to repost root microblogs so few
users would be involved with a sign of ‘@’. Few spammers used
‘@’ to push spams to others as doing so would risk of being
suspended.

Figure 9. Average number of microblogs posted per day

• Average number of reposting (for single microblog): the
average number of reposting one performed for one microblog. It
is 2.5 for the above example.
• Maximum number of reposting (for single microblog): the
maximum number of reposting one performed for a single
microblog. It is 3 for the above example.
• Number of different source users: Source users are the authors
of the source microblogs of the reposting microblogs, not the
authors of root microblogs.
• User focusing metric: the metric is used to measure whether
one is focused on reposting a single user. We calculate the
proportions of microblogs from different source users and the
metric equals to the highest one.
The CDF curve of duplicated reposting proportion is shown in
Figure 12. About 60% spammers had more than 80% duplicated
reposting microblogs while the duplicate proportion of 50%
legitimate users is less than 60%. The CDF curves in Figure 13
and Figure 14 show the average and maximum number of
reposting actions one user performs to a single microblog and it
can be clearly seen that spammers generally perform more
reposting actions to a single microblog than legitimate users do.
The three figures altogether proved that spammers are more likely
to repost microblogs repeatedly. A very little number of
legitimate users had relatively high maximum number of
reposting; however, their average number of reposting is much
lower than those of the spammers.

Figure 10. Average number of images in one microblog
Figure 12. Proportion of duplicate reposting mciroblogs

Figure 11. Average number of @ signs in one microblog

3.3 Content Analysis: Repeated Duplicate
Reposting
Spammers with RDRB keep reposting microblogs. They usually
repost a single microblog for many times while legitimate users
rarely do so. Besides that, most of them focus on one or several
root users and seldom repost microblogs from other users. They
seem to be customized for these root users.

Figure 13. Average number of reposting

Figure 14. Maximum number of reposting
Considering the source of the reposting microblogs, legitimate
users’ microblogs have a lot of different sources while spammers’
sources are limited to relatively few users as shown in Figure 15.
Spammers tend to concentrate on several users who may be their
“customers” and repost their microblogs while legitimate users
browse through a much larger scope of users. Moreover, the user
focusing metrics of spammers, shown in Figure 16, are higher
than that of legitimate users. Spammers with RDRB may follow
many users; however, most of their reposting microblogs come
from one user. We found that many of these spammers reposted
microblogs of the same user which implies that they might be
used for popularization campaigns.

40% of microblogs from the spammers are never reposted and
60% of them have no comments. Even if their microblogs may be
commented, they rarely reply to these comments. This means they
rarely communicate with others through comments. Figure 19
shows the average number of comments for the commented
microblogs. The metric is calculated by dividing the sum of
comments with the number of commented microblogs, which
means the value will be bigger than one if the user replied to any
comment. The figure shows that 80% of the spammers with AFB
never communicated with others by replying comments. The three
figures show the difference between spammers with AFB and
legitimate users in social activities. Spammers with AFB have few
social interactions while legitimate users tend to maintain
communications with others.

Figure 17. Proportion of microblogs been reposted

Figure 15. Number of source users

Figure 18. Proportion of microblogs been commented

Figure 16. User focusing Metric

3.4 Content Analysis: Aggressive Following
Spammers with AFB will follow a large number of users.
However, they are quite inactive in microblog posting and
communication: they seldom post microblogs or communicate
with others through comments. We extracted the following
features of the users for comparison:

Figure 19. Average number of comments in microblogs
being commented

• Proportion of microblogs being reposted.

3.5 Summary

• Proportion of microblogs being commented.

In summary, we studied the user features of spammers with
different spamming behaviors, and found some characteristics
associated with these behaviors.

• Average number of comments in microblogs that have been
commented.
Microblogs of legitimate users are more frequently reposted and
commented as shown in Figure 17 and Figure 18, respectively.

For aggressive advertising behavior, spammers focusing on
advertising are passionate in social activity. They have more
followings, followers and friends. They post microblogs more

frequently with many URLs and pictures but seldom use ‘@’
signs.
For repeated duplicate reposting behavior, the spammers have
fewer followers and friends than legitimate users. They often
repost one microblog for many times thus having higher average
number of reposting and maximum number of reposting. The
sources of their reposting microblogs are limited to one or several
users.
For aggressive following behavior, the spammers follow many
users but have few followers. They are very inactive in posting
microblogs and replying comments. Their microblogs are seldom
reposted or commented.
Among the collected spammers, we found some spammers
performed more than one kinds of spamming behaviors and
showed the features of different spamming behaviors. For
example, some spammers not only reposted microblogs
containing advertising information from several fixed users, but
also posted microblogs containing advertising URLs. Therefore
the spammer identification system to be designed should take
different spamming behaviors into account in order to detect
spammers.

For AAB we choose the following features: follower number,
following number, friend number, friend-follower ratio, number
of microblog posted per day, number of URLs posted per day,
average number of URLs in one microblog, the proportion of
microblogs containing a picture and average number of ‘@’ signs
in one microblog.
For RDRB we choose the following features: follower number,
friend number, proportion of duplicate reposting microblogs,
average number of reposting, maximum number of reposting,
number of different source user and the user focusing metric.
For AFB we choose the following features: follower number,
friend number, following-follower ratio, number of micro-bog
posted per day, proportion of microblogs being reposted,
proportion of microblogs being commented and the average
comment number below the microblogs being commented.
For each kind of spamming behavior, the algorithm with highest
accuracy among the candidate algorithms provided by Weka was
used to train the classifiers as shown in Table 4. The best
algorithm is Random Committee for AAB, AD Tree for RDRB
and Random Forest for AFB, respectively.
Table 4. Results of 10-Fold Cross-Validation

4. SPAMMER IDENTIFICATION

Behavior Classifier

Algorithm

Accuracy

According to the observed characteristics of different spamming
behaviors, we designed and built a spammer identification system
which can distinguish spammers apart from legitimate users
automatically.

Aggressive
Advertising

Random Committee

0.936

Random Forrest

0.934

Decorate

0.922

We built a classifier for each kind of behaviors based on the
feature analysis presented in Section 3. Machine learning
techniques are used for the classifiers in our work as they have
been widely used and proved to be reliable and effective for
classification applications. Three classifiers work together to form
the core of the identification system. The system works by
collecting features of the target user and feeding these features to
the classifiers. The classifiers then determine whether a user has
any kind of spamming behaviors and output the results. The
system then labels those with detected spamming behaviors as
spammers.

Repeated Duplicate
Reposting

AD Tree

0.84386

simple logistic

0.842105

smo

0.842105

random forrest

0.964611

Classification via Regression

0.962588

Decorate

0.961577

4.1 Building Behavior Classifiers

After training the behavior classifiers in the spammer
identification system, we test it with real test data. We invited
some volunteers to collect spammer samples with the above
spamming behaviors as well as samples of trusted users from their
real life friends. The test dataset is shown in Table 5. All these
user samples were collected and verified manually by our
volunteers. They were asked to label every spammer they
collected according to the major spamming behavior(s) they’ve
observed: AAB, RDPB and/or AFB.

We used Weka Toolkits to train behavior classifiers. For each
kind of spamming behavior, we tested more than 30 algorithms
provided by Weka with 10-fold cross-validation. We chose
different algorithms for different behaviors according to their
performance.
Table 3. Number of Users in the Training Sets
Training Set

Legitimate
Users

Spammers

Aggressive Advertising

698

716

Repeated Duplicate Reposting

1500

710

Aggressive Following

1000

1000

Table 3 shows more details of the training sets. Both the positive
(spammers) and negative (legitimate users) samples came from
the dataset in Section 3 for feature analysis. For each kind of
spamming behavior we chose different user features.

Aggressive
Following

4.2 Testing the Identification System

The evaluation results of each behavior classifier are shown in
Table 6. The evaluation metrics were calculated based on the
result of tests on part of the test set. For each kind of classifier,
only spammers with behavior of this kind and all the legitimate
samples were involved. The AAB classifier ranks first in both true
positive rate and accuracy while RDPB classifier is a little bit
worse in true positive rate. However, it has a relatively high
accuracy since it didn’t classify any legitimate users as spammers.

Table 7. Test result of the identification system
Label

Amount

Labeled as AA

Legitimate

811

26

0

24

Performing any
spamming behavior
48

Advertising

336

295

5

67

314

Repeated Duplicate Reposting

435

135

279

138

366

Aggressive Following

812

75

18

580

619

Table 5. Composition of the Test Set
User Label

User Amount

Legitimate

811

Aggressive Advertising

336

Repeated Duplicate Reposting

435

Aggressive Following

812

Table 6. Evaluation of the classifiers on the Test Set
Classsifiers

TP
Rate

Accuracy

AAB classifiers

87.79%

94.15%

RDPB classifiers

64.14%

87.47%

AFB classifiers

71.43%

84.23%

After we apply the classifiers to the whole test set, we get the
results shown in Table 7. Some of the spammers with one
behavior label are detected by other kinds of behavior classifiers.
And some of the spammers are detected by more than one
behavior classifiers. We manually checked these spammers and
found that they performed more than one kind of spamming
behaviors. For example, some spammers, who are initially labeled
“repeated duplicate reposting”, added URLs for advertising when
reposting.
Although single classifier for single spamming behavior may not
have an excellent performance with these complex spammers,
combining several spamming behavior classifiers together to
build the identification system is expected to improve detection
performances. Considering the overall identification performance,
the system works quite well. It detected 82.06% of the spammers
while only 5.92% of the legitimate users were classified as
spammers thus having an accuracy of 86.13%.

5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we studied different spamming behaviors in
Sina Weibo community. We took several approaches to collect
spammer samples, which include uses of proactive honeypots and
crawlers, keywords based searching and buying spammer samples
from online merchants. A large set of spammers were effectively
captured for further analysis.
We processed the database associated with these spammers
and found three representative spamming behaviors: aggressive

Labeled as RDR

Labeled as AF

advertising (AAB), repeated duplicate reposting (RDRB) and
aggressive following (AFB). We extracted various features and
compared the behaviors of spammers and legitimate users and
found that spamming behaviors and normal microblogging
behaviors have distinct characteristics. Spammers with AAB are
more successful in building social relationship network and post
microblogs containing a lot of URLs and pictures. Spammers with
RDPB have fewer followers and friends and tend to repost
microblogs from one user repeatedly. Spammers with AFB tend
to follow a large number of users but have few followers. They
seldom post microblogs and are rarely reposted or commented.
According to the above feature analysis and findings, we designed
an automatic spammer identification system which is based on the
classifiers of different spamming behaviors. We tested its
performances using real data samples and it was demonstrated
that the system is effective in detecting the above mentioned
spamming behaviors and identifying spammers.
We also found some special spammers with cautious spamming
strategies. For example, some of the spammers posted spams
during a specific short period of time and acted like legitimate
users in the rest of time. Our system was not very effective in
detecting such spammers. Moreover, the detection depends on
certain user features which may be avoided by improved
spammers. For example, spammers with AFB may choose to
follow each other to gain a friend network and make their social
features more “legitimate”. More flexible and robust system need
to be designed to detect spammers, which is left as our future
work.
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